CIRCULAR

Aspire Pro Education and Migration Consultants, Melbourne, Australia is giving a presentation on “Higher Education Opportunities in Australia” on 13.03.2023 at 02:00 PM.

Interested final year and pre-final year undergraduate students planning to study in Australia may attend this programme at Ada Lovelace Auditorium, Department of Information Science and Technology, Anna University at 02:00 PM.

Interested students can register at the web link provided below:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdJ5TwYPA_GcIQrmAUqVBMiGulF-beOlHpBiVKJYDAeTh4MYw/viewform

Registration is free of cost. More details are attached on the next page.
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INTRODUCTION

At Aspire, Our counselors are not only knowledgeable but are also accessible to the students at all times to ensure maximum accuracy.

Our directors and counselors take part in all the training sessions at various high commissions to stay abreast of the latest visa rules and are accustomed to changes as and when they are implemented.

We not only guide for education, but we also drive the student to get the Permanent Residency and Citizenship.
WHY AUSTRALIA?

- Some of the finest universities
- Top-notch health service
- Strong economy
- Great job opportunities
- A great future for you and your future generations
- It’s not as expensive as you might think
- Fulfilling a lifelong dream
- Multicultural society

- Get yourself an Aussie passport
PATHWAY TO AUSTRALIA

Guide our students through to permanent residency of Australia
Pathways to Australia

There are several ways to move to Australia

- Student
- Work
- Business
- Visit
- Permanent Resident
  - Skilled
  - State Nomination
  - Regional Nomination
  - Employer Nomination
    - Direct Entry
    - Labor Hire
Pathways to Australia

Graduate

- Do profile analysis and guide the best option

Masters

- Guide Masters Course Appropriate for Permanent Residency and Interest of Study

Permanent Residency

- Apply for Permanent Residency

Any type of graduates Eg – IT, Electronics, Mechanical, Commerce etc.
Pathways to Australia

Graduate
- Do profile analysis and guide the best option

Work Visa
- Apply for 3-year work visa

Permanent Residency
- Apply for Permanent Residency

Any type of graduates Eg – Electronics, Mechanical, Civil etc
Although most students will start out with plenty of enthusiasm, this may quickly begin to wane if the course is not structured properly, and a lack of motivation can increase your drop-out rates. Naturally, much of the motivation needs to come from the students themselves. But this doesn’t mean that generating it is entirely out of your control.

We will help you with the right guidance, students can choose the colleges that best suit their interests and the family’s financial status.

*Fee Based on merit.*
*Bank Loan Facility.*
*Can Pay the Fees in Installments.*
*Opportunities to Get a Scholarship.*
*Change in University*
Summary

30+
30+ Colleges
60+ Courses
Different work visas
Achieve Permanent Residency
THANK YOU
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